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Working better with Global 4
•

Linking sites together -Improve your customer experience by making sure the call is
always answered and you can employ your reception staff more efficiently

•

Security that your data is always backed up with our modern day 4G failover

•

High speed WiFi across your estate which will allow for greater social media
integration and the chance to boost your online presence

•

Queue system for customers whereby they can see their position in queue

•

Link to CRM packages such as Systems for dentists – This will allow you to screen pop
the patients details and improve the overall customer experience

•

Auto attendant to field calls and opening hours - Pre-program the auto attendant so
patients can get the opening times without having to speak to a member of the team

•

Web portal administration for disaster recovery - In the event of a challenge the
disaster recovery mode pre programmed into the phone system will divert the calls
straight away so NO more waiting for BT.
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At Global 4, we specialise in tailored telecoms solutions to
dental practices, supplying market leading hosted telephony
and telephone systems.
With a proven track record of increasing sales and delivering
quality customer service, we can revolutionise your
communications.

What are the telecoms challenges in the dental industry,
and how can Global 4 help you overcome them?
Phones are often busy for small periods of the day, such as first thing in the
morning
•

This means that you end up paying for more phone lines than you need for 80% of the day, which results in a higher
bill for phone line rental each month

•

Alternatively you could end up with too few telephone lines meaning patients are presented with an engaged tone

•

Patients can wait for long periods of time to reach your receptionists with no indication of where they are in the
queue to reach you

By moving to the latest hosted telephony offering from Global 4, your handsets link back to a centrally installed
phone system that uses a large pool of secure telephone lines.
Instead of paying a line rental charge for lots of lines that are only in use for a small period of the day, you
instead pay per handset that is attached to the system. This means you benefit from a queuing system that
allows all incoming callers to wait with notification of their position in the queue. This also gives you the option
to play promotional material about other services you provide whilst customers are on hold to drive additional
revenue streams.

Not all practices are designed for cabling the desired handset locations
•

More traditional buildings can require complex and expensive cable runs to deliver telephone points in all required
locations

•

As a result, handsets are often not delivered everywhere and can isolate surgeries from ease of internal telephone
communications

•

In the event of an emergency this can delay the process of calling for help

With the hosted solution offered by Global 4 you can mount centralised base units that can pair up to six
cordless long-range handsets, each with their own unique extension number. This reduces the capital
expenditure to implement a telephone solution and allows the deployment of handsets where needed.

Existing contracts have typically not been reviewed for some time
•

Calls to UK mobiles are over 6p per minute on average with other suppliers

•

Long wait times to suppliers on non-geographic numbers mount up large phone bills

•

BT phone line rental charges are the highest they have ever been

By moving over to the hosted solution offered by Global 4, you will benefit from inclusive calls to all numbers
beginning with 01, 02, 03 and 07 including UK mobiles.
Most patients provide a mobile number as their primary contact number, which will not add to your monthly
call spend with this offering. This means you can now benefit from a dependable and significantly lower invoice
value.
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Many dental groups operate stand-alone telephone systems, which will not allow
for estate-wide call management and is therefore not conducive to shared call
distribution
•

Some practices may be busier than others and consequently offer patients longer call waiting times

•

These longer waiting times can cause unrest to your patients

•

Other practices in your group may be able to handle these calls for you

With a centralised hosted solution, calls can be distributed primarily to the desired practice, however in the
event of longer periods of queuing they can overflow to nearby practices. These calls can be identified with
their desired destination and answered appropriately.
By running a centralised booking management system such as “SFD” (Systems for Dentists), it is possible for
these alternate practices to manage bookings on behalf of others. Shared resources of this nature will allow the
group to employ staff more efficiently.

Traditional telephone systems typically result in a dependency on your telecoms
provider for support in its upkeep and administration
•

Remote engineering charges can mount up and are often not factored in telecoms cost projections, especially when
a change needs to be made in every site and a remote dial-in for each one is individually required

•

Small yet important amendments can be delayed in their implementation due to supplier workflow lead times

•

This can lead to difficulty in appropriately planning desired changes

With our centralised hosted solution, we can provide self-sufficiency training on its intuitive web based platform
for administration. This allows instant amendments for your entire estate through a single platform, which
results in an efficient operation. This is backed up by the support of our UK based, dedicated team of remote
engineers who are available to talk you through changes 24/7.

Most dental groups do not currently have a proactive approach to backup
•

When a phone line develops a fault, there is often no suitable alternative on site for routing phone calls

•

If the broadband goes down there is typically no backup to use

•

Mobile data technology is largely not utilised

In addition to these flow paths and web based amendments for multi-site dentistry groups, Global 4 also offer 4G
failover solutions. By implementing a powerful Draytek 2862n router we can install a 4G dongle and Vodafone/O2
data SIM in the back.
By configuring a router to failover to the 4G backup and applying the broadband connection with its static IP
address to our monitoring platform, we can not only keep you up and running for longer but can proactively
establish when there’s a problem. This means we can get started on bringing you back up before you even call us.

Benefits of hosted telephony to your practice
We consolidate all your telecoms needs in one place, so you can do everything in one go, rather than having to contact various
third parties. This means you and your team can focus on your patients and their care.
Our cloud solutions are tailored specifically for the dental industry, and will be fine-tuned to your individual business.

Manage incoming calls
You need to be able to respond quickly and efficiently to patients, so being able to monitor incoming and
outbound calls is essential. Our bespoke telephone systems mean you can:
•

Manage incoming call distribution and never miss a call again

•

Handle diverts, voicemails, group calls and transfers

•

Use call recording and logging to protect staff, help improve staff performance, and quickly settle patient disputes

Never keep patients waiting too long
If a customer’s call can’t be answered within a certain time, the call can also be presented to another practice
rather than be missed.

Infinite scalability
Future proofed technology is essential for any long-term business growth and hosted telephony is a fantastic
investment for expansion.
•

Pay for each handset and increase or decrease the number as required

•

Add new staff to the call log system and delete old ones easily

•

Assign names to handsets to efficiently monitor call logs and internal calls

•

Utilise across multiple group sites with ease

Mobile access
With staff contactable in and out of the office, customers can be sure of an answer at all times.
•

Display your office number even when the call is from a mobile

•

Record all mobile calls for your records

•

Easily allow roaming management staff to work remotely

•

Never miss a call with voicemail to email
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Enhanced customer service
At Global 4, we’ve been working with dental practices for years, and that gives us an insight into what matters
both to your customers and to you.
Equipped with a comprehensive hosted telephone system, you and your team can use your own devices for an
extra level of comfort and familiarity.

How you can do more with Global 4
Improved patient relations
•

Recognise your patients’ numbers and start a personalised conversation straightaway. With our integrated CRM and
telephony, personalised interactions can start right from “Hello …”

•

Our call overflow system means you’ll never miss another call, and a friendly human voice on the other end means
your customers are happier when they deal with you

•

With our smartphone app, your team can use their own phones as part of your telephone system as the app routes
their office extension through to their mobile

Reduce communication costs
•

Fewer phone lines mean better, more efficient communication with your customers

•

We’re partnered with leading telephone system providers so we can supply your team with the latest handsets to
keep them connected to the cloud

•

Inclusive calls to landlines and mobiles mean you can also reduce your spending by up to 80%

Cost effective systems
A huge advantage of hosted telephony is the pricing structure. There are no upfront handset fees and you save
on ongoing maintenance and upgrades as they’re all included in your plan.
We also offer flexible contracts and price per unit/per person, so you only pay for the number of users you
need.
•

Analyse call logs (intelligent wallboard display) to reduce costs and increase ROI

•

Observe staffing level requirements throughout the day to monitor the effectiveness

•

Assess who answered each call, how long it takes to answer and length of call

•

Discover opportunities for patient performance improvements

The best solution for you
Over the years, we have worked with various groups in the dental industry including Simply Smile, Essex
Family Dental, Sussex Healthcare and The Dental Design Studio. With our experience and expertise, we have
overhauled the telephone systems of dental surgeries allowing them to save on the costs of calls and line
rentals, and greatly improve customer service.

Our telephony systems can be thoroughly integrated with CRM packages including systems for dentists and
other solutions which permit dialling from screen and contact screen pop ups.

With our flexible offering of equipment, you can find the perfect mix of fixed and cordless handsets to meet
the needs of your practice. Any additional equipment for access across your practice in surgeries and in the
practice manager’s room can all be added while maintaining your low monthly cost.

Inclusive calls to UK landlines and mobiles mean you can budget for your telecoms expenditure accurately.
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Our Services
Fast installation
After a telecoms review, you will receive a tailored package for your business. Once this has been signed-off, our team will
install your hosted telephony along with handsets and connected devices. This can be done within two-four weeks at a
time convenient to you.

High quality telephone systems
We have partnered with the ITSPA (Internet Telephony Service Provider Association) award winner NFON to give you the
best back end system and great value, advanced handsets to connect you to the cloud.

24/7 monitoring
Our cloud based service is monitored 24/7 and upgraded regularly to provide you with the connections and advanced
data to meet and surpass your expectations. Almost all issues will be detected and fixed by our engineers without any
disruption to your telecoms.

Ongoing maintenance
Our team ensure all hardware runs smoothly providing you with the best service possible. We use proactive and advanced
methods to prevent issues before they occur. If you have any queries on handsets in your dental practices, we provide
quality customer support and callouts.

Free internal calls
Once your business is connected via our cloud services you benefit not only from free internal calls to landlines across
your site or multiple sites, but to UK landlines & mobiles too. This provides cost savings and encourages quality staff
communications

Disaster recovery
When you upgrade to hosted telephony, our engineers will build in an automatic backup so there is no danger of ever
losing valuable business data. Staff can also log in remotely and easily so they can always be ready to speak with patients.

ISDN replacement
BT will stop selling services related to ISDN telecoms in 2020 and have stated they will switch off ISDN in 2025. Hosted
telephony is the best alternative and the future of telecoms.

Working with Global 4

Potential cost savings of 40% in the first year
We have been established for over 20 years and are proud to be a leading telecoms provider of dental practices. After
an initial telecoms review, we design the best solution tailored to your specific needs, with non-disruptive installation
and full training.

Telecoms
Specialising in the delivery of tailored telecoms solutions, Global 4 provide you with future proof business solutions for
increased efficiencies and cost saving opportunities.

Customer service
Using the latest remote diagnostics we are able to handle most client challenges in a matter of minutes. With 24/7 support
365 days a year, we are well-known for our customer service from installation through to ongoing account management. Our
customers have access to a personal and informed UK Customer Service Help Desk along with a dedicated Account Manager.
We also follow up maintenance visits with courtesy calls to ensure customer service excellence is delivered every time.

Saving you money
We consistently work with companies to reduce telephone costs and highlight cost saving opportunities every step of the
way, by using our industry expertise and knowledge.
Many of our case studies demonstrate first year cost savings of over 40% and instant improvements to profitability.

Call: 01403 272910

Email: sales@glob
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Case Study:

Global 4 help Simply Smile improve efficiences
Words from Denise Rasmussen, Head of Operations at Simply Smile:

Global 4 approached us after the DentalForum event in 2017 with the view to discuss potential cost savings and improved
efficiencies that they believed Simply Smile could make by entrusting our telecoms supply to them.
After an initial meeting, our now account manager James Routledge was quick to compile the information in a clear and concise
format and identified transparent and significant cost savings, especially against our BT invoices.
From here we agreed to proceed with some immediate cost savings by migrating services to them on an “as-is” basis to prove the
numbers were as suggested. We were pleased to report that what we were promised was exactly what we received. We then
agreed to revamp some of our telephone systems with the latest technology. Utilising VoIP. Global 4 rolled out their services on a
practice-by-practice basis making sure each one was set up exactly as we would like before starting on the next one.
We have/continue to benefit from an attentive technical support team who are quick to make changes where required.
Our account manager James has also been on hand to investigate and feedback solutions wherever we’ve had challenges.
One of the great things about the new telephony solution is that all of our sites are now on the same phone system. This means
if we ever have an issue with one of the practices we can quickly and easily route telephone calls to one of our other locations.
By identifying the call as one that’s been forwarded from the closed practice, reception can answer in an appropriate manner (this
was especially prevalent with the adverse weather experienced in early 2018).
We have been given access to the portal which enables us to make some of the basic changes ourselves instantly. The portal is
intuitive, and with the tech team only a phone call away if we do need some guidance.
We have been able to roll out the new telephone systems using a fibre broadband connection. This meant we avoided avoid
paying for two Internet connections each month, and at one of our locations, we’ve managed to avoid expensive cabling work
by rolling out cordless IP phones linked back to a central base station on each floor. This has really helped to keep capital
expenditure at a minimum. With all of our calls to UK landlines and UK mobiles included, we’re now benefiting from a monthly
invoice value that’s easy to budget for too!
As a result, we are continuing to work with Global 4 and are rolling out their telephony solution into the rest of our practices.
We are looking forward to having all of our telephony in one place with one number to call for any support queries!
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